The assembly of DNA sequences de novo is fundamental to genomics research. It is the first of many steps towards elucidating and characterizing whole genomes. Downstream applications, including analysis of genomic variation between species, between or within individuals critically depends on robustly assembled sequences. In the span of a single decade, the sequence throughput of leading DNA sequencing instruments has increased drastically, and coupled with established and planned large-scale, personalized medicine initiatives to sequence genomes in the thousands and even millions, the development of efficient, scalable and accurate bioinformatics tools for producing high-quality reference draft genomes is timely.
Introduction
De novo genome assembly remains a challenging problem, especially for large and complex genomes. The problem refers to identifying partial and unambiguous overlaps between sequencing reads (which are orders of magnitude shorter than the target genome) to build longer, contiguous sequences (contigs) (Nagarajan and Pop 2013) . If further linkage information is available, such as in the form of paired end reads or physical maps, these contigs may be ordered and oriented with respect to each other and reported as scaffolds, where there may be undetermined sequences (represented as 'N's) between contigs. It is practically accepted that assembly algorithms almost never reconstruct genomes in their full chromosomes (Paulino et al. 2015) , and the quality of returned contigs and scaffolds are conventionally measured by the contiguity of the assembled sequences. Often assembly algorithms are also validated using data from resequencing experiments, where assembled sequences are compared against a reference genome for their correctness in addition to their contiguity (Gurevich et al. 2013 ).
Of particular interest in this study is resequencing data from human genome studies. The unbiased approach of de novo assembly of data from these experiments prior to comparison to a reference sequence is a valuable approach in detecting structural variants between individuals or between tumor and normal genomes (Li 2015; Mose et al. 2014) . Even though it is substantially more computationally intensive to analyze sequencing data by assembling the reads first, gained specificity and the resulting savings in event verification efforts may justify the choice, but its heavy resource use also points to an area for improvement.
In this domain ABySS v1 was the first scalable de novo assembly tool that could assemble a human genome, using short reads from a high-throughput sequencing platform (Simpson et al. 2009 ). However, the feat required aggregating a large amount of memory distributed across a number of compute nodes communicating through a Message Passing Interface protocol. Although this enabling technology found applications in many large cancer cohort studies (Yip et al. 2011; Roberts et al. 2012; Pugh et al. 2013; Ley et al. 2013; Morin et al. 2013) , its large memory footprint constituted a substantial bottleneck.
Of course this large memory footprint issue was not unique to ABySS v1, with many algorithms that can scale to assemble the human genome, including SOAPdenovo (Luo et al. 2012) , SGA (Simpson and Durbin 2011) , ALLPATHS_LG (Gnerre et al. 2010) , MaSuRCA (Zimin et al. 2013 ) and DISCOVAR (Weisenfeld et al. 2014 ) all requiring around 1 TB of RAM, if not more, to accomplish this. To alleviate this bottleneck, Minia and BCALM2 ) algorithms introduce probabilistic data structures using Bloom filters (Bloom 1970 ) and minimizer hashing (Chikhi et al. 2014) , respectively.
As in ABySS v1, we catalogue all observed sequences of length k (k-mers, with k less than the read length), and store them in a Bloom filter. This representation of the k-mer spectrum of the input reads lends itself naturally to identify k-1 base pair overlaps, hence describe a de Bruijn graph.
Performance of sequence assembly algorithms is closely coupled with the sequencing technology used and the quality of the data they generate, with highly accurate long reads always being desirable. However, the genomics research landscape, especially cancer genomics studies, has been heavily dominated by the high throughput sequencing platforms from Illumina (San Diego, CA). Although longer (albeit noisier) sequences from Pacific Biosciences (Menlo Park, CA) instruments are proven to yield high quality de novo human genome assemblies (Chaisson et al. 2014; Pendleton et al. 2015) , they come at a higher price relative to Illumina reads. The newer long read instruments from Oxford Nanopore Technologies (Oxford, UK) do not yet have the necessary throughput or data quality to be of utility in human genomics studies. As a result, most large cohort projects, as well as price-sensitive personalized medicine applications still use the Illumina platforms.
Another new technology, Chromium from 10X Genomics (Pleasanton, CA), generates sequencing libraries that localize sequence information on DNA fragments that are over 100 kb long. The technology employs microfluidics to isolate large fragments, which are sheared and barcoded separately, and prepared to sequencing libraries compatible with Illumina paired end sequencing. The barcodes can then be used to reconstruct the sequence of the long fragments from which they originate, providing valuable linkage information for assembly and scaffolding problems.
Further on the scaffolding problem, it was demonstrated in the original Human Genome Project (Lander et al. 2001 ) and other pioneering de novo sequencing projects that used Sanger sequencing data that linkage information from a physical map is very valuable in building highly contiguous assemblies. Although the approach is not favored in many studies, presumably for the additional cost that it brings, new optical mapping technologies, such as that from BioNano Genomics (San Diego, CA) represent intriguing opportunities.
In this paper we describe the details of the Bloom filter implementation in ABySS v2, and compare its performance with respect to the latest version of ABySS v1, as well as other scalable assembly pipelines, SOAPdenovo and SGA. We note that there are other algorithms that can build contigs from high throughput sequencing datasets, and we include comparison to DISCOVARdenovo, Minia and BCALM2 in that category, further contiguating their results using third party scaffolding algorithms, BESST (Sahlin et al. 2016) , LINKS and the scaffolding algorithm within the ABySS package. We further demonstrate how long range linkage information from Chromium reads and BioNano maps may improve scaffold contiguity of draft assemblies.
Results

ABySS 2.0.0 Assembly Algorithm
In ABySS 2.0.0, we have implemented a multi-stage de novo assembly pipeline consisting of unitig, contig, and scaffold stages. In the unitig stage, we perform the initial assembly of sequences according to the de Bruijn graph assembly paradigm (Pevzner et al. 2001 ). In the contig stage, we align the paired-end reads to the unitigs and use the pairing information to orient and merge overlapping unitigs. In the scaffold stage, we align the mate-pair reads to the contigs to orient and join them into scaffolds, inserting gaps of 'N' characters at gaps in coverage and unresolved repeats.
The main innovation of ABySS 2.0.0 is a Bloom filter-based implementation of the de Bruijn graph assembly algorithm that reduces the overall memory requirements of ABySS by an order of magnitude. While the original ABySS publication (Simpson et al. 2009 ) introduced a novel distributed approach for assembling large genomes on a cluster, the Bloom filter approach we describe here enables large genome assemblies to be run on a single machine with modest memory and achieves comparable results.
Effect of Bloom Filter False Positive Rate
While a Bloom filter can be used to implement a highly compact representation of the de Bruijn graph, it comes with the caveat that it is a probabilistic data structure. In particular, a Bloom filter may return false positives when queried for the presence of particular k-mers in the graph. The false positive rate of a Bloom filter is determined by the size of the Bloom filter m, the number of elements inserted into the Bloom filter n, and the number of hash functions h, as first derived in Bloom (1970) :
In the context of de Bruijn graph assembly, Bloom filter false positives have the effect of adding k-mers to the graph that are not present in the input sequencing reads. To address this issue, we have implemented a look-ahead mechanism to remove such k-mers from the graph. However, in order to confirm that Bloom filter false positives do not cause assembly artifacts, and to better understand the relationship between Bloom filter false positive rate, RAM usage, and running time, we conducted the following experiment. memory usage of ABySS 2.0.0 (Fig. 1) . As we increased the false positive rate from 1.9% to 20.7%, the NG50 remained roughly the same at 9600 bp, decreasing slightly as FPR reached 20% (Fig. 1A) . Similarly, the number of misassemblies (9) remained constant across FPR values (Fig. 1B) . As FPR was increased, the run time of ABySS 2.0.0 increased rapidly (Fig. 1C) while the peak memory usage decreased rapidly (Fig. 1D ). These plots demonstrate that for this dataset we can trade off between memory usage and run time, with a FPR in the range of 5% -12% giving both good memory and time performance. It also indicates that any FPR below 20% has no adverse effects on assembly quality in terms of contiguity or correctness.
Assembler Comparison
To assess the performance of ABySS 2.0.0, we compared it with other leading assemblers for large genomes: ABySS 1.9.0 (Simpson et al. 2009 ), BCALM2 , DISCOVAR de novo 52488 (Weisenfeld et al. 2014) , Minia 3.0 beta , SGA 0.10.14 (Simpson and Durbin 2011) and SOAPdenovo 2.04 (Luo et al. 2012) . We conducted our comparison using a recent, publicly available human short read data set provided by the Genome in a Bottle (Zook et al. 2016) project. The Genome in a Bottle HG004 data was chosen for its deep 70X coverage of current (paired-end 250 bp) Illumina short read data and the availability of sequences from other platforms, including a 175X physical coverage jumping library (mate-pair) dataset (after trimming), 10X genomics Chromium data, and BioNano optical mapping data. Each of the assemblers included in the comparison was chosen due to its significant contributions towards the goal of scalable de novo assembly. ABySS facilitates large genome assemblies by distributing the de Bruijn graph across cluster nodes, and was the first software to assemble a human genome from short reads. The BCALM2 assembler introduces a novel method for partitioning the de Bruijn graph using minimizer hashing, which enables subsets of the graph to be assembled iteratively or in parallel. DISCOVAR de novo is a recent de Bruijn graph assembler for large genomes. Minia is the first assembler to employ a Bloom filter representation of the de Bruijn graph and uses a novel algorithm for eliminating Bloom filter false positives. SGA demonstrates the use of an FM-index (Simpson and Durbin 2011) as the core data structure for assembly, enabling detection of variable-length overlaps between reads with a low memory footprint. In addition to the aforementioned assemblers, we also attempted to include ALLPATHS-LG 52488 (Gnerre et al. 2010 ) and MaSuRCA 3.1.3 (Zimin et al. 2013 ) in our comparison. However, these assemblers did not run to completion on the target data set. ALLPATHS-LG 52488 (Gnerre et al. 2010) ran for one month and did not complete in that time. MaSuRCA 3.1.3 (Zimin et al. 2013 ) ran for five days and failed with a segmentation fault in the program gatekeeper.
We first compared the resource-efficiency of the assemblers by measuring their 5 . CC-BY 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . From these results we conclude that a Bloom filter FPR in the range of 5-12% provides a good balance between assembly time and memory usage, without any detrimental effect on assembly quality.
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/068338 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 7, 2016;  peak RAM and wallclock time (Fig. 2D , Table 4 ). Memory usage and run time varied wildly from 5 GB to 1.8 TB and 9 hours to 8 days. As expected given the succinct representation of the de Bruijn graph using Bloom filters, both Minia and ABySS 2.0.0 had memory footprints that were an order of magnitude smaller than other assemblers, with the exception of BCALM2, which both achieved the smallest memory footprint, by virtue of its novel partitioning strategy to constructing the de Bruijn graph, and completed the assembly in 9 hours, 8 hours of which was spent counting k-mers with DSK . In contrast, DISCOVAR de novo, which achieves the best sequence contiguity, required 1.8 TB of memory and 8 days to complete.
We next compared the assemblies in terms of their contiguity and correctness ( Fig. 2A -C, Tables 1-3). For contiguity assessment we calculated both NG50 and NGA50 using a genome size of 3,088,269,832 bp, whereas for correctness we aligned the contigs to the primary chromosome sequences of the human reference GRCh38 using BWA MEM 0.7.13 and counted the number of resulting breakpoints using abyss-samtobreak -l500 -G3088269832. As some assemblers such as BCALM2 and Minia only implement the first (de Bruijn graph) stage of assembly, we included comparisons for both the contig ( Fig. 2A) and scaffold ( Fig. 2B ) stages, as applicable. To extract contig sequences from scaffolded assemblies, we split the sequences at occurrences of one or more 'N' characters. From the contig comparison, we observe that DISCOVAR achieves the highest sequence contiguity by a factor of approximately two (DISCOVAR NG50 of 82 kbp vs. ABySS + Sealer NG50 of 38 kbp). However, we also note that this result comes at the expense of an order of magnitude more time (8 days) and memory (1.8 TB) than the other assemblers, as shown in Fig. 2D . The NG50 of the ABySS 1.9.0 (30 kbp) and ABySS 2.0.0 (21 kbp) contigs noticeably exceeds those of BCALM2 (1 kbp) and Minia (5 kbp), primarily due to the additional use of paired-end information in ABySS. Comparing the contig results of the two ABySS assemblies, we note that the ABySS 2.0.0 assembly has slightly lower contiguity than ABySS 1.9.0 (21 kbp vs. 30 kbp). Upon investigation, we have observed that the main cause of this difference is the handling of low coverage regions. Whereas ABySS 1.9.0 retains all k-mers in the de Bruijn graph along with their counts, ABySS 2.0.0 discards k-mers with counts below a user-specified threshold, as discussed in Methods.
To further improve the contiguity of the ABySS contigs, we closed gaps in the assembly scaffolds with Sealer (Paulino et al. 2015) . Sealer fills gaps by searching for a connecting path between gap flanks in the de Bruijn graph, and uses multiple k-mer sizes to maximize the probability of successfully finding a path. For the ABySS 1.9.0 assembly, Sealer closed 33,380 of 148,795 (22.4%) of scaffold gaps and increased the contig NG50 from 30 kbp to 38 kbp. For the ABySS 2.0.0 assembly, Sealer closed 33,533 of 213,480 (15.7%) scaffolds and increased the contig NG50 from 21 kbp to 25 kbp.
Comparing the contiguity/correctness of the scaffolded assemblies (Fig. 2B) , we observe that the results of ABySS and DISCOVAR begin to converge, as do 7 . CC-BY 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not .
Figure 2:
De novo assembly results for Genome in a Bottle HG004 human genome short read data with ABySS 1.9.0, ABySS 2.0.0, BCALM2, DISCOVAR, Minia, SOAPdenovo, and SGA. For panels A-C, on the Y axes we show the range of NGA50 to NG50 to indicate uncertainty caused by real genomic variants between individual HG004 and the reference genome (GRCh38). On the X axes, we show the number of breakpoints that occurred when aligning the sequences to the reference genome. Breakpoints are an indicator for the number of miassemblies but are also subject to uncertainty due to genomic variation between HG004 and the reference genome. (A) Contiguity and correctness metrics for contig sequences. For assemblies with scaffolding stages, the contigs were extracted by splitting the sequences at 'N' characters. (B) Contiguity and correctness metrics after scaffolding with mate pair (MPET) reads. The SOAPdenovo result for this plot was excluded as an outlier with an NGA50 (NG50) value of 103 kbp (172 kbp) and 10,610 breakpoints (C) Contiguity and correctness metrics after further scaffolding with BioNano optical mapping data, using BioNano's IrysSolve software. (D) Peak memory usage and wallclock time for the assemblers. These wallclock times do not include the BioNano scaffolding stage, which was approximately 2 hours and did not affect peak RAM usage. The DISCOVAR wallclock time does not include the additional time for scaffolding with LINKS / BESST / ABySS-Scaffold.
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. 7, 2016; the results between the two versions of ABySS compared. As DISCOVAR does not provide its own mate-pair scaffolding algorithm, we augmented its assembly with three third-party scaffolders, ABySS-Scaffold, LINKS and BESST (Sahlin et al. 2016) , to enable a more direct comparison with ABySS. We note that there are significant differences between NG50 and NGA50 metrics in the scaffold plot, particularly in the case of the DISCOVAR + BESST assembly (3.9 Mbp vs. 6.9 Mbp). The NG50 is calculated under the assumption that all sequences are correctly assembled, whereas the NGA50 metric penalizes breakpoints when aligning the sequences to the reference genome. While on one hand the NG50 is an overly optimistic metric, on the other hand the NGA50 is an overly pessimistic metric because certain breakpoints may be attributed to real structural variation between the sequenced individual and the reference genome. For this reason, we show contiguity of the assemblies as a range between NGA50 and NG50, with the true unknown value lying somewhere in between.
After scaffolding the assemblies with Illumina mate-pair data, we performed an additional round of scaffolding using the BioNano optical mapping data and BioNano's hybrid scaffolding tool hybridScaffold.pl. BioNano generates an optical map of the genome by fluorescently tagging occurrences of a particular endonuclease motif within long DNA molecules, resulting in a barcode-like pattern for each molecule. To perform the scaffolding, BioNano generates an analogous set of barcode patterns in silico for the sequences of the input assembly, and then aligns the two sets of bar codes. Applying BioNano scaffolding to the mate-pair-scaffolded sequences improves the NG50 and NGA50 contiguity metrics by roughly a factor of five across all assemblies (Fig. 2C) , with NG50 reaching 52 Mbp with DISCOVAR + ABySS-Scaffold + BioNano. The distance between the NG50 and NGA50 values grows much larger at this stage of scaffolding, which we surmise is caused by a greater likelihood of encountering real sequence variation between the sequenced individual and the reference genome.
Our breakpoints metric of relative correctness between assemblies may be confounded by smaller real structural variations, especially as the assemblies become more contiguous. To this end, we investigated large-scale misassemblies (>10MB) and found only 2 major events within our ABySS 2.0.0 + BioNano scaffolds. One of these large scale events between chromosome 1 and 16 was identified in every assembly ( Supplementary Fig. S1-S6 ), which indicates that the event may be real structural variant. The other large scale event is between chromosome 6 and 8 and is interestingly also found in the DISCOVAR + BESST + BioNano assembly (despite having fewer breakpoints and using an independent methodology), hence the relative correctness of the ABySS2 + BioNano assembly is still on par with the other assemblies.
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Scaffolding with Chromium Data
As the final step of our ABySS 2.0.0 assembly, we used the 10X Genomics Chromium data available for individual HG004 to further scaffold the Bionano assembly. The Chromium sequencing platform augments existing short read technologies by labeling reads that originate from the same long DNA molecule with a shared barcode sequence, also referred to as a read index. This labeling is achieved during library preparation by isolating long DNA molecules into droplets alongside gel beads containing the barcoding oligos. The read indices added by the Chromium protocol provide additional long-range grouping information for the short reads, which can be leveraged for scaffolding and other bioinformatics applications, such as phasing sequence variants.
To scaffold our assembly with the Chromium data, we aligned the Chromium reads to the input BioNano scaffolds with BWA MEM 0.7.13 and recorded the indices of the reads that aligned to each scaffold. As we were only interested in the read indices that joined scaffolds, we reduced noise by masking the interior portions of the input BioNano scaffolds with 'N' characters, preserving only the first/last 30 kbp of sequence in each scaffold, prior to aligning the Chromium reads. Using the information obtained from the read alignments, we constructed a graph representation of the relationships between scaffolds, using nodes to represent scaffolds and edge weights to represent the number of shared read indices between scaffolds. Finally, we supplied this graph as input to the LINKS scaffolding algorithm to identify high-confidence paths within the graph and to output the corresponding scaffolds.
The Chromium scaffolding increased the scaffold NG50 of our ABySS 2.0.0 assembly from 26.9 Mbp to 41.9 Mbp. At this scale of contiguity, the largest scaffolds represent significant fractions of chromosome arms. In Fig. 3 , we show the positions on the chromosomes of the 90 scaffolds larger than 3.2 Mbp that compose 90% of the genome. We note that many chromosome arms are reconstructed by 1 to 4 large scaffolds. 
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Discussion
The idiogram of Fig. 3 demonstrates that correct and highly-contiguous de novo assembly of human genomes is possible using current short read sequencing technologies combined with long range scaffolding techniques. While each of the scaffolding data types used here (mate-pair, BioNano, Chromium) are capable of increasing assembly contiguity by orders of magnitude on their own, our results demonstrate that these data are even more powerful when used in combination, also demonstrated by Mostovoy et al. (2016) . In the human assembly we have described here, each scaffolding step feeds on the success of the previous assembly stages. Longer contig sequences improve the results of mate-pair scaffolding by allowing more mate-pairs to map to the contigs. Longer mate-pair scaffolds improve the BioNano scaffolding by allowing the optical map to align unambiguously to the mate-pair scaffolds; for this reason, BioNano recommends that the input assembly contains sequences of at least 100 kbp. Finally, longer BioNano scaffolds improve the Chromium scaffolding by resolving ambiguities in ordering and orientation of the scaffolds that are difficult to resolve using Chromium data alone.
Another observation that can be made from our assembler comparison is that, in spite of more than a decade of research and development related to de Bruijn graph assemblers, the memory and runtime efficiency of short read assemblers can still be greatly improved. This issue is particularly important for downstream studies that involve large numbers of de novo assemblies, such as human population studies, cancer genome studies, and clinical applications. The opportunity for improving the throughput of de novo assemblies is evident when comparing novel de Bruijn graph implementations such as Minia and BCALM2 against more mature assembly pipelines such as ABySS 1.9.0 and DISCOVAR (Fig. 2D) . For example, the Minia assembler used only 137 GB RAM and required less than a day to run, whereas the equivalent DISCOVAR assembly used nearly 2 TB RAM and required more than a week to run. While Minia and BCALM2 did not match the results of ABySS and DISCOVAR in terms of assembly contiguity ( Fig. 2A) , we posit that this is due to the limited error removal of the implementations and not a fundamental limitation of the algorithms themselves. In the case of Minia, this hypothesis is borne out by the results of ABySS 2.0.0 (Fig. 2C) , which employs a Bloom filter-based assembly approach similar to Minia, but achieves contiguity results that are on par with DISCOVAR and ABySS 1.9.0.
The assembly of long reads has yielded highly contiguous genome assemblies of human (Pendleton et al. 2015; Chin et al. 2016 ) and other organisms with sequence contiguity in the megabase range. Long read sequencing comes however at a cost premium. For applications that are cost sensitive, such as sequencing for diagnostic medicine, algorithms that exploit high-throughput short-read sequencing are valuable. We show that megabase scaffolds are achievable using short-read sequencing with one paired-end and one mate-pair library, and scaf-folds approaching the size of entire chromosome arms are possible with additional BioNano scaffolding. A remaining challenge is to improve the sequence contiguity of assemblies of short reads sequencing, which remain in the range of tens of kilobases, significantly shorter than the megabases achieved with the assembly of long read sequencing.
Methods
Bloom filter de Bruijn Graph Assembly
The first stage of the ABySS 2.0.0 assembly pipeline is a de Bruijn graph assembler that uses a compact, Bloom filter-based representation of the graph. The use of Bloom filters for de novo assembly was first demonstrated in Minia , and ABySS 2.0.0 builds on many aspects of that approach. The parts of our assembly algorithm that are novel with respect to Minia are: (i) the use of perfect reads to seed contig traversals, (ii) the use of look-ahead for error correction and elimination of Bloom filter false positives rather than a separate data structure, and (iii) the use of a new hashing algorithm, ntHash (Mohamadi et al. 2016) , designed for processing DNA/RNA sequences efficiently. We describe these aspects of the algorithm in the course of our overall description below.
In the first step of the assembly, we load k-mers from the sequencing reads into a Bloom filter. These k-mers represent the set of nodes in a de Bruijn graph, even though we do not explicitly store the edges connecting the nodes. Instead, we discover edges at runtime by querying the Bloom filter for all four possible predecessors/successors of the current k-mer during the course of a graph traversal. Each possible successor (predecessor) corresponds to a single-base extension of the current k-mer to the right (left) by "A", "C", "G", or "T". To eliminate the majority of k-mers resulting from sequencing errors, we discard all k-mers with an occurrence count that is less than a user-specified threshold. We utilize a cascading Bloom filter to implement the filtering by k-mer count, as described in our previous work on Konnector (Vandervalk et al. 2014) . Briefly, a cascading Bloom filter is a chained array of Bloom filters where each Bloom filter stores k-mers with a count that is one higher than the preceding Bloom filter. The procedure for inserting a k-mer into a cascading Bloom filter is to check for the presence of the k-mer in each Bloom filter in succession and to add the k-mer to the first Bloom filter where it is not already present. After all k-mers from the reads have been inserted, the last Bloom filter in the chain is then kept as the set of solid k-mers and the preceding Bloom filters are discarded.
In the second step of the assembly, we generate the unitig sequences by extending perfect reads left and right within the Bloom filter de Bruijn graph, where a read is considered to be perfect if it consists entirely of solid k-mers. The extension of the sequence continues left and right within the graph until either a dead end 15 . CC-BY 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not .
or a branching point is encountered. One complication of this approach is that Bloom filter false positives and recurrent sequencing errors will create branches in the graph that cause the sequence extension to end prematurely. To address this issue, we invoke an additional look-ahead step at each branching point, up to a distance of k nodes (Fig. 5) . If the look-ahead step reveals that a branch is less than or equal to k nodes, it is considered to be a false branch and its existence is ignored. If, on the other hand, the branch point has two or more branches that are longer than k nodes then the extension is halted. The use of look-ahead incurs an additional computational cost to the graph traversal, but obviates the requirement for additional data structures to track false positives and error k-mers.
In the above steps, we use ntHash algorithm while working with the Bloom filter data structure. ntHash is an efficient hash method that computes the hash values for all consecutive k-mers in a DNA sequence recursively, in which the hash value for a k-mer is derived from the hash value of the previous k-mer. It is an adapted version of cyclic polynomial hashing to compute normal or canonical hash values for k-mers in DNA sequences efficiently. Further, ntHash provides a fast way to compute multiple hash values for a given k-mer, without repeating the whole hashing procedure for each value by few more operations. This is very useful for certain bioinformatics applications such as ABySS 2.0.0 that employs the Bloom filter data structure. 
Effect of Bloom Filter False Positive Rate
To assess the effects of the Bloom filter false positive rate on ABySS 2.0.0 assemblies, we ran multiple assemblies of the C. elegans N2 strain DRR008444
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. CC-BY 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not .dataset (Illumina GA IIx sequencing of 2x100 bp reads of 300 bp fragments to 75 fold coverage) while varying the Bloom filter size from 250M to 3G with a step size of 250M. For example, the ABySS 2.0.0 assembly for a Bloom filter size of 250M was run with the command abyss-pe c=4 k=64 H=1 B=250M in= DRR008444_1.fastq DRR008444_2.fastq , where c=4 specifies a minimum k-mer count threshold of 4, k=64 specifies a k-mer size of 64, H=1 specifies that the Bloom filter should use a single hash function. The runs for other Bloom filter sizes used the same parameter values with the exception of B (Bloom filter size).
For each assembly, we measured the wallclock time, peak memory usage, NG50, and number of misassemblies (Fig. 1) . Wallclock time was measured with /usr/bin/time, while peak memory usage was determined by running the command ps -eo pid,rss,vsz,cmd --width 100 --sort -vsz | awk NR==2 in the background every 10 seconds to sample the top virtual-memory-consuming process. We used QUAST 3.2 (Gurevich et al. 2013) to calculate the NG50 length and number of major misassemblies, using the C. elegans Bristol N2 strain as the reference genome (NCBI BioProject PRJNA158). The false positive rates corresponding to each Bloom filter size were obtained from the ABySS log files. All assemblies were run with 12 threads on an isolated machine with 48GB RAM and two Xeon X5650 CPUs.
Assembler Comparison
Experimental Sequencing Data
The Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) project (Zook et al. 2016 ) sequenced seven individuals using a large variety of sequencing technologies. We downloaded the Illumina WGS 2x250 bp paired-end sequencing data and the Illumina 6 kbp mate-pair sequencing data of the Ashkenazi mother (HG004).
We removed adapters from the mate-pair reads using NxTrim 0.4.0 (O'Connell et al. 2014 ) with parameters --norc --joinreads --preserve-mp, which also classifies the reads as mate-pair, paired-end, single-end or unknown. We discarded the reads classified as either paired-end or single-end, and used the reads classified as mate-pair and unknown for scaffolding, which are comprised primarily of mate-pair reads originating from large fragments.
We corrected sequencing errors in the reads using the tool BFC (Li 2015) with the parameter -s3G. We constructed the hash table of trusted k-mers using the paired-end reads and used this hash table to correct both the paired-end and mate-pair reads.
Human Assemblies
We assembled the GIAB HG004 data set using ABySS 1.9.0 (Simpson et al. 2009 ), ABySS 2.0.0, ALLPATHS-LG 52488 (Gnerre et al. 2010) , BCALM 2.0.0 , DISCOVARdenovo 52488 (Weisenfeld et al. 2014 ), MaSuRCA 3.1.3 (Zimin et al. 2013) , Minia 3.0 beta , SGA 0.10.14 (Simpson and Durbin 2011), SOAPdenovo 2.0.4 (Luo et al. 2012 ). We assembled with each tool the paired-end reads corrected by BFC. The mate-pair reads categorized by NxTrim and corrected by BFC and were used for scaffolding when applicable for that assembler. We scaffolded the DISCOVARdenovo assembly using both BESST 2.2.4 (Sahlin et al. 2016) and LINKS 1.6.1 .
Most software used in these analyses was installed from the HomebrewScience software collection using Linuxbrew (Jackman and Birol 2016) with the command brew install abyss allpaths-lg bcalm bfc bwa discovardenovo masurca nxtrim samtools seqtk sga soapdenovo. The development version of ABySS-2.0.0 used in the comparison was compiled from the bloom-abyss-preview tag: https://github.com/bcgsc/abyss/tree/ bloom-abyss-preview. Minia 3.0 beta and LINKS 1.6.1 were installed manually, as the versions currently available in Linuxbrew are 2.0.3 and 1.5.1 respectively. The Python package besst was installed using pip install besst. The script used to assemble and analyze the data is a Makefile script available online at https://github.com/sjackman/giab/blob/1.0/Makefile.
We assembled the paired-end and mate-pair reads using ABySS 1.9.0 (Simpson et al. 2009 ) with the command abyss-pe name=hsapiens np=64 k=144 q=15 v=-v l=40 s=1000 n=10 S=1000-10000 N=15 mp6k_de=--mean mp6k_n=1 lib=pe400 pe400=$(<pe400.in) mp=mp6k mp6k=$(mp6k+unknown.in) where the files pe400.in and mp6k+unknown.in are lists of the locations of compressed FASTQ files.
We assembled the paired-end and mate-pair reads using ABySS 2.0.0 with the command abyss-pe name=hsapiens np=64 k=144 q=15 v=-v l=40 s=1000 n=10 S=1000-10000 N=15 B=26G H=4 c=3 mp6k_de=--mean mp6k_n=1 lib=pe400 pe400=$(<pe400.in) mp=mp6k mp6k=$(mp6k+unknown.in). The parameters for ABySS-2.0.0 were identical to those for ABySS-1.9.0, with the exception of the Bloom filter specific parameters B=26G H=4 c=3, which specify the total memory allocated to the Bloom filters, the number of Bloom filter hash functions, and the number of cascading Bloom filter levels, respectively. We determined the values for total memory size (B) and number of hash functions (H) by counting distinct 144-mers with KMC2 (Deorowicz et al. 2015) and targeting a false positive rate of 5% for the first level of the cascading Bloom filter. We deemed 5% to be a suitable upper bound for Bloom filter FPR based on the results of our C. elegans experiment above, which indicated good performance in the range of 5-12% FPR. We determined the optimal number of cascading Bloom filter levels by running assemblies with c=2, c=3, and c=4, and
